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we strive to bring customers value at a price they can afford. as a proven
canadian manufacturer of truck and boat caps, tonneau covers, and other
truck cap accessories, we know what it takes to design, produce, and deliver
truck toppers that stand up to the dirt, moisture, sun, and stress of the
canadian road and marine environment. one of the things that sets ranch
fiberglass apart is the expertise of our craftspeople. from designing, sketching,
and designing the parts, to the forging, bending, caulking, painting, and fitting,
to the assembly and checking of each unit upon completion, we have
assembled a team of highly experienced and dedicated craftsmen who can
turn your ideas into a finished truck topper or tonneau cover. our project
managers guide you through every step of the production process so you
know exactly where you stand at every point. ranch fiberglass has been a
leader in fiberglass truck caps, truck tonneau covers, boat tonneau covers,
boat decks, bow rails, truck caps and truck tonneau covers for over 28 years.
we offer an incredibly wide array of truck cap and tonneau covers to choose
from, many in two, and sometimes three, sizes. besides our wide array of truck
cap sizes and tonneau covers, we also have a variety of accessories, pre-
assembled truck covers, and truck cap kits. think of us as your online source
for all things truck cap. you can choose from our web store with your credit
card or if you prefer, you can even purchase directly from us online or over the
phone. regardless of your location, we can still get you the best prices from
anywhere in canada. here is how ranch fiberglass makes your truck cap
purchasing experience easy:
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last year for a fiberglass bumper with woodies. last year for black rocker
panels. pickups now are more sloped. last year for a single piece horn in place
of the dual piece horn on the front fenders. last year for a curved windshield.

pickups now have a catch for the sliding vent windows. last year for automatic
headlights. pickups now have a single piece front end package. i have a 2000
f150 1/2 ton crew cab with a 3.0 engine. i have been using the bed caps that i
have on the truck and was ready to look at getting a new shell. with the way

my bed is set up i have to get a shell that folds down and is solid. i have a step
put in there to make it a straight bed. the 4x4 shell is perfect but i'm not sure
if it comes with the bed tuck in step or if it just comes without it. i have bought
myself a new shell and it's a complete replacement so i wouldn't have to pay
to have it hooked up. like i said the 4x4 shell is perfect and i'm looking to get
the bed tuck in step but i don't want to spend a fortune for it. i'm not real big
on spending money so i wanted to get your opinion on the one i'm looking at.
as a paper mill, and a computer to paper converting company, we understand

the need for hard, durable, and clean products. we know what it takes to
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operate in the paper business. that's why our products feature features built to
last, and cleaning and easy care. hi there,i am trying to locate a copy of my
fathers original article log book that he kept in the field while he worked at

enginering plant for the engine division at ford. i also need the machine work
order that he produced every month and recorded his daily operations on it. in
addition he had a employee handbook, this document he later destroyed.. he
passed away in 1989. i would appreciate any assistance you could offer. pat
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